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A B S T R A C T   

Human lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs) are valuable for the functional analyses of diseases. We have established 
more than 4200 LCLs as one of the resources of an integrated biobank. While oxidative and inflammatory 
stresses play critical roles in the onset and progression of various diseases, the responsiveness of LCLs, especially 
that of biobank-made LCLs, to these stresses has not been established. To address how LCLs respond to these 
stresses, in this study, we performed RNA sequencing of eleven human LCLs that were treated with an elec-
trophile, diethyl maleate (DEM) and/or an inflammatory mediator, lipopolysaccharide (LPS). We found that over 
two thousand genes, including those regulated by a master regulator of the electrophilic/oxidative stress re-
sponse, NRF2, were upregulated in LCLs treated with DEM, while approximately three hundred genes, including 
inflammation-related genes, were upregulated in LPS-treated LCLs. Of the LPS-induced genes, a subset of 
proinflammatory genes was repressed by DEM, supporting the notion that DEM suppresses the expression of 
proinflammatory genes through NRF2 activation. Conversely, a part of DEM-induced gene was repressed by LPS, 
suggesting reciprocal interference between electrophilic and inflammatory stress-mediated pathways. These data 
clearly demonstrate that LCLs maintain, by and large, responsive pathways against oxidative and inflammatory 
stresses and further endorse the usefulness of the LCL supply from the biobank.   

1. Introduction 

Human lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs) have been widely used as 
biological resources in various fields. LCLs provide not only an in vitro 
cell model for pharmacogenomic and pharmacogenetic research but 
also unlimited genetic materials for human genetic studies [1–3]. Re-
cently, gene expression profiling of LCLs from patients with autism 
spectrum disorder has been conducted for the identification of disease- 
associated genes [4]. LCLs from mitochondrial disease patients were 
exploited for the identification of disease-associated proteins [5]. 
Transcriptome signatures of LCLs were also exploited for the identifi-
cation of genes related to diseases or complex traits [6–8]. The Tohoku 
Medical Megabank (TMM) biobank aims to establish an integrated 

biobank that shares genome-omics information concomitant with bio-
logical samples to avoid rapid depletion of the latter [9]. As part of the 
integrated biobank setup, we designed an approach to establish Epstein- 
Barr virus (EBV)-transformed cell lines from the participants of two 
TMM cohorts, the TMM CommCohort and the TMM BirThree Cohort 
[10]. To this end, within the TMM biobank, we have established and 
stored more than 4200 LCLs along with a similar number of pro-
liferative T cells. 

Oxidative, electrophilic, and inflammatory stresses play critical 
roles in the onset and/or progression of various diseases [11]. Nuclear 
factor-erythroid 2 (NF-E2) p45-related factor 2, NRF2; gene symbol 
NFE2L2) is a cap'n’collar (CNC) family transcription factor that reg-
ulates the inducible expression of a subset of genes, including 
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antioxidant and phase II detoxification genes. NRF2 target genes pro-
tect cellular homeostasis from the stresses [12,13]. Under homeostatic 
conditions, NRF2 proteins are ubiquitylated by the Kelch-like ECH-as-
sociated protein 1 (KEAP1)-CUL3 E3 ligase complex and degraded by 
the proteasome system [14,15]. In response to stresses, NRF2 protein 
accumulates in the nucleus and dimerizes with small Maf (sMAF) pro-
teins to form a heterodimeric complex that binds to the CNC-sMaf 
binding element (CsMBE; also known as antioxidant response elements 
(ARE) or electrophile response element (EpRE)) [14,16]. The NRF2- 
sMAF complex activates the expression of its target genes. The KEAP1- 
NRF2-CsMBE pathway plays a major role in disease resilience, in-
cluding cancer, inflammatory diseases, neurodegenerative diseases, 
Alzheimer's disease, stroke, chronic kidney disease, cardiovascular 
diseases and diabetes [17–24]. Furthermore, NRF2 has been suggested 
to play a critical role in attenuating the NF-κB-mediated inflammatory 
response [25,26]. In this regard, whether LCL retains responsiveness to 
these stresses and protects homeostasis utilizing the KEAP1-NRF2 
pathway remains elusive. 

As such, despite the usefulness in biobank activity, the use of LCLs is 
limited because of the lack of functional studies. Therefore, in this 
study, we aimed to verify whether TMM biobank-stored LCLs can be 
used for functional analysis. We exploited the KEAP1-NRF2 pathway as 
a model system and examined whether LCLs show authentic and active 
responses to electrophilic, oxidative as well as inflammatory stresses. 

To delineate how LCLs counteract these stresses, we performed a 
comprehensive analysis integrating gene expression profiling using 
RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) and NRF2-target gene profiling using 
chromatin immunoprecipitation-deep sequencing (ChIP-Seq). We uti-
lized eleven human LCLs from the TMM biobank and treated them with 
an electrophile, DEM and/or an inflammatory mediator, LPS. We found 
that over two thousand genes, including those regulated by NRF2, a 
regulator of the oxidative/electrophilic stress response, were upregu-
lated in LCLs treated with DEM, while approximately three hundred 
genes, including inflammation-related genes, were upregulated in LPS- 
treated LCLs. Of the LPS-induced genes, a subset of proinflammatory 
genes, including interferon γ response genes, was repressed by the 
concomitant challenge of DEM, supporting the notion that DEM sup-
presses the expression of proinflammatory genes through NRF2 acti-
vation [14,27]. Conversely, a part of DEM-induced gene was repressed 
by LPS, suggesting reciprocal interference between oxidative/electro-
philic stress and inflammatory stress-mediated pathways. This study 
provides compelling lines of evidence that LCLs maintain, by and large, 
responsive pathways against oxidative and inflammatory stresses and 
further endorses the usefulness of the LCL supply from the biobank. 

2. Material and methods 

2.1. Establishment of EBV-transformed lymphoblastoid cell lines 

The establishment of LCLs has been previously described [10]. 
Briefly, CD19-positive cells were isolated from cryopreserved PBMCs 
using the EasySep Human CD19 Positive Selection Kit (STEMCELL 
Technologies, Vancouver) according to the manufacturer's re-
commendations. The cells were infected with EBV-containing culture 
supernatant from EBV-producing marmoset cells (B95-8). Infected 
CD19-positive cells were resuspended in 100 μl of complete RPMI 1640 
medium containing 20% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS, 
Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis), 100 U/mL penicillin and 100 μg/mL strep-
tomycin (Nacalai Tesque, Kyoto), 2 mM GlutaMAX I, and MEM con-
taining nonessential amino acids (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham) 
and incubated in a 96-well plate at 37 °C in 5% CO2. Subsequently, the 
culture was expanded by increasing the culture volume by 2-3-fold 
using complete RPMI 1640 medium and culturing for an additional 
three to five weeks for storage in the TMM biobank. 

2.2. Cell culture and reagents 

Eleven LCL strains (n = 11) without major single nucleotide poly-
morphisms (SNPs) in the NFE2L2/NRF2 gene were selected randomly 
from the TMM biobank [28]. LCLs were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium 
(Sigma, Kawasaki) supplemented with 10% FBS, penicillin and strep-
tomycin, GlutaMAX I, and MEM containing nonessential amino acids. 
The cells were treated with vehicle (Veh, DMSO 0.1% in plain RPMI 
1640 medium or PBS), DEM (Wako, Osaka) at 100 μM, L-sulforaphane 
(SFN, Sigma-Aldrich) at 10 μM or tert-butylhydroquinone (tBHQ, 
Sigma-Aldrich) at 20 μM and/or stimulated with LPS (Sigma) as in-
dicated and stored in guanidine reagent (RLT plus, QIAGEN, Hilden) at 
−80 °C for RNA preparation. Only LCLs with a cumulative passage 
number of 11–17 were used in this study. 

2.3. RNA isolation and quantitative RT-PCR analysis 

Total RNA was extracted and purified from frozen EBV-LCLs using 
the QIAsymphony instrument (QIAGEN) using the DSP RNA Mini Kit 
following the manufacturer's instructions and was reverse transcribed 
into cDNA using the PrimeScript RT Reagent Kit (Takara, Kusatsu). The 
resulting cDNA was subjected to quantitative PCR (qPCR) analysis in a 
reaction mixture containing FAST SYBR Green PCR Dye (ThermoFisher 
Scientific) and 200 nM gene-specific primers. Assays were performed in 
triplicate using a sequence detector (StepOne plus, Applied Biosystems, 
Foster City). Data were analyzed according to the 2–ΔΔCt method and 
were normalized using the corresponding amount of β-actin (ACTB) 
mRNA. 

We used the following primers to detect mRNA levels: HMOX1, 
forward primer, 5′-CCA GCA ACA AAG TGC AAG ATT C-3’; reverse 
primer, 5′-TCA CAT GGC ATA AAG CCC TAC AG-3’; NQO1, forward 
primer, 5′- GTC ATT CTC TGG CCA ATT CAG AGT-3’; reverse primer, 
5′-TCC CAG GAT TTG AAT TCG GG-3’; IL6, forward primer, 5′-CCA CTC 
ACC TCT TCA GAA CG-3’; reverse primer, 5′-CAT CTT TGG AAG GTT 
CAG GTT G-3’; ACTB, forward primer, 5′-GCA CAG AGC CTC GCC TT- 
3’; reverse primer, 5′-GTT GTC GAC GAC GAG CG-3’. 

2.4. RNA-seq 

RNA integrity was verified by the Agilent 2200 TapeStation 
(RIN  >  8). Total RNA (4.0 μg) was subjected to poly-A enrichment and 
library preparation using the SureSelect Strand-Specific RNA Sample 
Prep Kit (Agilent Technologies). The prepared libraries were quantified 
using quantitative MiSeq (qMiSeq) [29] and sequenced on the HiSeq 
2500 platform (Illumina, San Diego) generating 76-bp paired-end reads. 
At least 30 million reads were obtained for each sample. 

2.5. RNA-seq data analysis 

The raw read data were quality controlled by removing low-quality 
bases using Trimmomatic [30] with default parameters. The trimmed 
reads were aligned to the human genome GRCh38 using STAR v2.5.3a 
[31] based on GENCODE release 28 gene annotations [32]. Gene ex-
pression levels were estimated as transcripts per million (TPM) [33] 
using RSEM v1.3.0 [34] with default parameters. The differentially 
expressed genes (DEGs) for each treatment were determined using the 
DESeq2 package [35] in the R environment with a false discovery rate 
(FDR) cutoff of 1%. 

2.6. Principal component analysis (PCA) 

Principal component analysis (PCA) was performed for the whole 
transcriptome data set (36.598 genes; min (TPM)  >  0) by using the 
prcomp function in the R environment. 
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2.7. Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) 

The UP and DOWN gene lists were analyzed together using gene set 
enrichment analysis (GSEA) software v3.0 available from the Broad 
Institute (http://software.broadinstitute.org/gsea/index.jsp) [36]. The 
submitted gene list was normalized by taking the -log10 transform of 
the counts and designated as positive or negative based on the direction 
of fold change. GSEA was performed with the default algorithm as 1000 
permutations, minimum term size of 15, and maximum term size of 
500. Annotated HALLMARK gene sets and immunologic gene sets were 
used as enrichment input, which were from the Molecular Signatures 
Database (MSigDB, http://software.broadinstitute.org/gsea/msigdb/ 
index.jsp). Enriched gene sets were assigned based on nominal p- 
value < 0.05 and FDR q-value < 0.25. The top 20 analyzed reports are 
shown in the Supplementary data. 

2.8. ChIP-seq 

Cells were treated with or without 100 μM DEM for 8 h. Then, the 
cells were crosslinked with 1% formaldehyde for 10 min at room 
temperature and subsequently quenched with 0.125 M glycine for 
5 min. The samples were then lysed, and the nuclear fractions were 
extracted and sonicated with a focused ultrasonicator (S220; Covaris) to 
generate 100- to 300-bp DNA fragments. The ChIP reaction was per-
formed with an anti-NRF2 antibody following the ENCODE Snyder lab's 
protocol (available at http://www.encodeproject.org). Purified DNA 
subjected to ChIP and input DNA were used to prepare the sequencing 
libraries using the NEBNext Ultra II DNA Library Prep Kit (NEB, 
Ipswich). The resulting libraries were quantified by qMiSeq and se-
quenced on a HiSeq 2500 sequencing system (Illumina) generating 101- 
bp single-end reads. 

2.9. ChIP-seq data analysis 

Sequencing quality was assessed by FastQC (available at http:// 
www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/), and then de-
tected adaptors were trimmed by using Cutadapt [37]. The trimmed 
reads were mapped to the hg19 human reference genome using BWA 
[38]. After mapping, SAMBLASTER [39] was used to mark duplicated 
reads, and then duplicates and low mapping quality reads were filtered 
out by using SAMtools [40] with "-F 3840″ and "-q 6″ options. To es-
timate the mean length of DNA fragments, the MaSC algorithm [41] 
was performed by PyMaSC (available at https://github.com/ronin-gw/ 
PyMaSC) with ENCODE mappability track (available at https:// 
genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTrackUi?db=hg19&g= 
wgEncodeMapability) to generate strand cross-correlation profiles, and 
the fragment length was manually estimated from each profile. The 
estimated lengths were within the range expected in the sonication 
step. MACS2 [42] was used to call peaks with default parameters except 
the "-nomodel” and "-extsize” options to specify the estimated fragment 
length. After peak calling, peaks overlapping with regions listed in the 
ENCODE blacklist [43] were filtered out using BEDTools [44]. The 
genes near ChIP-seq peaks (within 10 kb of gene body) were de-
termined by the GREAT tool (http://great.stanford.edu/). 

2.10. Data availability 

Gene expression data (TPM table) and peak BED data of ChIP-Seq 
are provided as supplementary data. The raw sequence data are avail-
able upon request after approval of the Ethical Committee and the 
Materials and Information Distribution Review Committee of Tohoku 
Medical Megabank Organization. 

3. Results 

3.1. Use of LCLs from the TMM biobank 

LCLs are a valuable resource for functional analyses of various 
diseases. The TMM biobank aims to establish an integrated biobank that 
shares genomics information concomitant with biological samples to 
avoid rapid depletion of the latter [9]. An additional aim was to es-
tablish immortalized cell lines from the participants of two TMM co-
horts. To this end, within the TMM biobank, we have established and 
stored more than 4200 LCLs and proliferative T cells (Fig. 1A) [10]. In 
this study, we aimed to delineate whether TMM immortalized cell 
samples can be used for functional analyses of various cellular re-
sponses. Therefore, in this study, we conducted a pilot study to examine 
whether LCLs in our biobank are able to detect oxidative, electrophilic 
and inflammatory stresses and how the cells respond to these stresses. 

Oxidative, electrophilic and inflammatory stresses are known to 
play important roles in the onset and progression of various diseases; 
however, there are only a limited number of reports that have com-
prehensively examined whether LCLs are suitable tools for the in-
vestigation of the responses against these stresses. To address this 
question, we performed comprehensive RNA-Seq analysis using LCLs 
with or without these stresses. 

As a first trial, we used two LCLs and examined how NRF2 activates 
the expression of the target genes HMOX1 and NQO1 after treatment 
with the electrophiles DEM, SFN or tert-butylhydroquinone (tBHQ) 
using real-time qPCR. The induction of these enzyme mRNAs was used 
as an index of NRF2 activation. The expression of HMOX1 increased 
rapidly and peaked at 8 h after the treatments. In contrast, NQO1 ex-
pression was induced for a much longer timespan, and the increase 
continued even 24 h after the challenge of electrophiles (Fig. 1B). The 
induction of HMOX1 and NQO1 expression varied by the electrophiles 
employed, and DEM treatment gave rise to the highest expression le-
vels. Therefore, we used DEM at a concentration of 100 μM in sub-
sequent experiments. 

We next examined the proper concentration and treatment time of 
LCLs using the inflammatory mediator LPS. Two LCLs were examined to 
assess the effect of LPS. We monitored the expression of the proin-
flammatory cytokine IL6. We found that while IL6 mRNA expression 
was very low in normal LCLs untreated with LPS, the expression levels 
increased incrementally up to 1.0 μg/ml LPS treatment in a dose-de-
pendent manner (Fig. 1C). Similarly, proinflammatory cytokines IL1α 
and β could not be detected in LCLs (data not shown). The expression of 
IL6 mRNA peaked at 8 h after the administration of LPS (Fig. 1D). 
Therefore, we used LPS at a concentration of 1 μM for 8 h in subsequent 
experiments. 

3.2. RNA-seq analysis using LCLs 

To understand how LCLs counteract electrophilic and inflammatory 
stresses, we performed RNA-Seq in eleven human LCLs treated with an 
electrophile, DEM and/or an inflammatory mediator, LPS (Fig. 2A). 
Then, principal component analysis (PCA) was performed for all sam-
ples under 4 conditions, i.e., Veh, DEM, LPS and LPS + DEM, using the 
gene expression values for DEGs identified by RNA-Seq analysis. The 
first and second principal components (PC1 and PC2) accounted for 
8.54% and 6.37% variability in the RNA-Seq dataset, respectively. Clear 
segregations of DEM- and LPS + DEM-treated LCLs from their corre-
sponding controls and LPS-treated cells were observed in the RNA-Seq 
dataset (Fig. 2B), reflecting the differential gene expression patterns 
observed with these reagents. Of note, LPS-treated samples did not 
separate from their respective control LCLs, indicating the low level of 
gene expression changes. PC2 was not separated due to large variation 
within the LCLs of each group. These results indicate that the impact of 
DEM treatment on the DEGs is much greater than that of LPS on DEGs. 
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3.3. Identification of DEM-regulated genes with RNA-Seq of LCLs 

To further characterize the DEGs from our RNA-Seq data, we com-
puted the significance of 3990 (i.e., 2032 + 1958) identified genes 
between Veh and DEM-treated samples with a false detection rate 
(FDR)  <  0.1 as a threshold by the DESeq2 package. We then analyzed 
all up- and downregulated genes using unsupervised hierarchical clus-
tering and depicted them as expression heatmaps using a normalized 
log2 fold change. As shown in Fig. 3A, the heatmap shows 2032 and 
1958 genes, which were significantly up- and downregulated by DEM 
compared to Veh samples, respectively. These results indicate that DEM 
induced electrophilic stress with a clear differential expression pattern 
in the LCLs. 

To delineate interactions within all genes whose expression was 
significantly altered irrespective of their ranking in the up- or down-
regulated genes, we next performed GSEA. The top 6 upregulated gene 
sets are depicted in Fig. 3B. Considering well-known electrophilic stress 
actions, DEM was expected to enrich genes involved in the regulation of 
the reactive oxygen species (ROS) response as the top enriched 
pathway. In fact, the ROS response showed the highest significance 
(nominal p-value) and enrichment (shown here as the normalized en-
richment score; NES) and lowest FDR (NES = 1.65, p = 0.00, FDR 
q = 0.01) (Fig. 3B). By using more stringent detection criteria 
(p  <  0.05 and FDR < 0.25), we found that DEM positively enriched 23 
out of 49 detected genes. Of the many enriched genes found by GSEA in 
the pathway, those for glutathione-related (GCLM, GSR and GCLC) and 

Fig. 1. EBV-LCL in the TMM biobank. (A) Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) or cord blood mononuclear cells (CBMCs) were isolated using density gradient 
centrifugation and stored in a liquid nitrogen storage system. Cryopreserved PBMCs were fractionated using anti-CD19 antibody and magnetic beads into two 
fractions. Epstein-Barr virus (EBV)-transformed LCLs were established from CD19-positive cells exposed to EBV. Additionally, proliferating T cells were established 
from CD19-negative cells and were stimulated with the T cell activator CD3/CD28 and IL-2. These cells were examined seven days postinfection or three days after 
stimulation by phase contrast microscopy. (B) Expression of NRF2 target genes by oxidative stress inducers. Time-course changes of NRF2 target gene expression after 
electrophilic stress inducer treatment using RT-qPCR. Relative mRNA expression of HMOX1 and NQO1 mRNAs in two independent LCLs was examined at the 
indicated times from the start of treatment in the presence of 100 μM DEM, 10 μM SFN, 20 μM tBHQ or Veh. (C) Dose-response curves representing the increase of IL6 
mRNA upon 8-h treatment with increasing concentrations of inflammatory stress inducer LPS for the same LCLs (#1 and #2) using RT-qPCR. (D) Time-course change 
of inducible IL6 mRNA expression after LPS treatment. Relative mRNA expression of IL6 in two independent LCLs was examined at the indicated times from the start 
of treatment in the presence of 1 μg/ml LPS or Veh. 
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redox-related (SRXN1, TXNRD1, PRDX1 and PRDX6) were significant 
(Fig. 3C and D). These results support our contention that electrophilic 
and oxidative stress responses are clearly and actively operated in LCLs. 

3.4. Genome-wide binding of NRF2 proteins 

Cellular oxidative and electrophilic responses are known to be 
regulated by the KEAP1-NRF2 pathway [14,15]. To directly and com-
prehensively assess how activation of NRF2 is attained, we determined 
the genome-wide binding profile of NRF2 using ChIP-Seq analysis. To 
this end, we treated two LCLs with DEM for 8 h. We first confirmed that 
the regulatory regions of a well-known NRF2 target gene, HMOX1, were 
enriched in the ChIP DNA fraction from DEM-treated LCLs. Then, we 
conducted deep sequencing using next-generation sequencing. As a 
result, 3559 sites and 8954 regions were identified as NRF2 binding 
regions in DEM-treated cells in the first (#1) and second (#2) samples, 
respectively (Fig. 1A). We found that 3487 regions were shared be-
tween the samples, indicating the reproducibility of the analysis. We 
surmise that the second experiment showed either stronger induction 
by DEM or highly efficient recovery of chromatin immunoprecipitation. 

By looking at enhancer regions for HMOX1 using ChIP-Seq analysis, 
we found that NRF2 binding was dramatically induced by DEM 
(Fig. 1B). To further examine the inducibility of NRF2 binding, we 
compared the normalized read density in DEM with that in Veh. We 
found that NRF2 binding was significantly induced by DEM in most of 
the regions (Fig. 1C). These results demonstrate that stress-inducible 
NRF2 binding can be assessed efficiently in LCLs with a great dynamic 
range. 

3.5. CsMBEs are enriched in the NRF2 binding regions 

We then assessed the quality of our ChIP data by evaluating the 
enrichment of CsMBE (or ARE/EpRE) in genomic regions where NRF2 
can bind. For this purpose, we first performed de novo motif analysis 
using a web-based motif analysis tool, MEME-ChIP [45]. We analyzed 
the 250-bp regions centered on the peak summits of NRF2 binding sites 
and found that typical consensus CsMBE sequences were significantly 
enriched at the center of the tested regions (Fig. 4D and E, motif 1). We 
then searched for the presence of CsMBEs (RTGASTCAGC) throughout 
the NRF2 binding regions and found that 62% of the regions include 
perfect CsMBEs. 

It should be noted that de novo motif analysis also showed two other 
motifs spanning relatively long regions (Fig. 4D, motif 2 and motif 3). 
These motifs are enriched at regions approximately 30 bp away from 
the CsMBE (Fig. 4E), suggesting that these motifs share certain func-
tional partnerships with or certain phylogenetic relationships with the 
CsMBE. For the latter, we previously found that part of the CsMBE is 
embedded in rodent-specific repeat elements in mouse [46], and we 
suspect that a similar situation may also occur for human CsMBEs. To 
test this hypothesis, we searched for repeat sequences overlapping in 
NRF2 binding regions by referring to the RepeatMasker data set [47]. 
We found that a part of NRF2 binding regions are overlapped with 
various repeat elements, especially with several LINE1 repeats, such as 
L1MB5, L1MB7, L1MB8 (Supplemental Fig. 1A), L1ME1, L1ME2, 
L1ME3 (Supplemental Fig. 1B). 

The model consensus sequences of the LINE1 repeats contain 
CsMBE-like sequences in the middle, which are flanked by motif 2 and 
motif 3. Indeed, the regions corresponding to the middle sequences 
were matched to CsMBE in the case of the actual NRF2 binding regions 
(Supplemental Fig. 1C). These results suggest a fascinating mechanism 
by which these LINE-1 family elements contribute to the expansion of 
CsMBEs over the course of molecular evolution. 

By integrating ChIP-Seq and RNA-Seq data, we established a gene 
set representing NRF2 target genes that are actively functioning in 
LCLs. Among the ChIP-peak-positive sites, 38 genes, including well- 
known NRF2-target genes, such as glutathione-related genes (GCLM and 
GSR), redox-related genes (SRXN1 and TXNRD1), xenobiotic metabo-
lism-related genes (NQO1) and iron/heme-related genes (FTH1 and 
HMOX1), were upregulated more than two-fold (Fig. 4G). In addition to 
these canonical NRF2 target genes, we also searched for B cell- and/or 
lymphocyte-specific NRF2 target genes. In fact, we found two genes, 
CD28 and ZAP70, in this gene set (Fig. 4F & Supplemental Table). 
Taken together, these results further support the notion that compre-
hensive NRF2-mediated oxidative and electrophilic stress responses can 
be assessed by exploiting LCLs. 

3.6. Differentially expressed genes after LPS treatment in LCLs 

Next, we sought to identify genes whose expression is regulated by 
the inflammatory mediator LPS. Overall, 528 genes were differentially 
expressed in LCLs, of which 287 were upregulated and 241 genes were 
downregulated (Fig. 5A). This result indicates that LPS-induced 

Fig. 2. RNA-Seq analysis of DEM induced LCLs. (A) Schematic diagram for RNA-Seq protocol. RNA was extracted from the LCLs treated with 100 μM DEM, 1 μg/ml 
LPS and Veh, with or without 1 μg/ml LPS or 100 μM DEM, respectively, for 8 h and subjected to RNA-Seq. (B) PCA of the RNA-Seq dataset from 11 LCLs under 4 
conditions. Two-component PCA for the RNA-Seq dataset of Veh, LPS, DEM and LPS + DEM. The percentage variability captured by the first two principal 
components is displayed across PC1 and PC2 represented on the X and Y axes. Note that DEM gives rise to significant changes in PC1 compared with LPS does. 
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inflammatory stress gives rise to a clear differential expression pattern 
in LCLs. 

We next performed GSEA, and the top 6 upregulated gene sets are 
depicted in Fig. 5B. GSEA of upregulated genes between Veh- and LPS- 
treated LCLs revealed that the top enriched pathway of the LPS- 
modulated genes was the interferon γ response (NES = 1.60, p = 0.00, 
FDR q = 0.02) (Fig. 5C). By using a stringed detection criterion 
(p  <  0.05 and FDR < 0.25), we found that LPS positively enriched 133 
out of a total of 200 detected genes (Supplemental Fig. 2), and the top 
30 of the genes of the pathway are shown in Fig. 5D. Of the many 
enriched genes found by GSEA in the pathway, those for chemokines 
(CCL5, CXCL7 and CXCL11), cytokines (IL6 and IL7), interferon reg-
ulatory factors (IRF1, IRF2, IRF7, IRF8 and IRF9) and interferon-in-
duced/stimulated proteins (IFI27, IFI35, IFI44L, IFI45, IFIH1, IFIT1, 
IFIT2, IFIT3, IFITM2, IFITM3, ISG20) were significant (Fig. 5C and D &  
Supplemental Fig. 2). Although the responsiveness to LPS varies greatly 
for each LCL, these results indicate that the inflammatory stress re-
sponse is clearly operating in the LCLs. 

3.7. Effects of DEM treatment on LPS-regulated genes in LCLs 

It has been suggested that NRF2 plays an important role in at-
tenuating the NF-κB-mediated inflammatory response [25,26]. How-
ever, the responsiveness of LCLs to these stresses has not been estab-
lished. Since we detected the inflammatory response induced by LPS in 
human LCLs, it was expected that the NRF2 inducer DEM could repress 
the inflammatory response. 

To address this point, we next compared gene expression profiles in 
LCLs between LPS- and LPS + DEM-induced conditions. We sought to 
identify genes whose expression is upregulated by LPS and regulated by 
DEM. We found that, overall, the expression of 217 genes (Fig. 6A) out 
of 287 genes (shown in Fig. 5A) was changed by DEM treatment, of 
which 26 were upregulated and 191 were downregulated. These results 
demonstrated that DEM-induced electrophilic stress gives rise to the 
modulation of LPS-induced gene expression, especially toward down-
regulation of the expression of more than two-thirds of inflammation- 
induced genes in LCLs. 

Fig. 3. Differentially expressed genes identified from RNA-Seq of DEM induced LCLs. (A) Heatmap of relative expression levels of genes whose expression was 
significantly induced (upper) or reduced (bottom) in Veh-treated or DEM induced LCLs. Heatmap colors indicate the log2 FC values relative to the median expression 
level of each gene set by the Veh cells. (B) Representative up-regulated gene sets from GSEA in DEM induced LCL RNA-Seq dataset. Comparison of samples, NES, 
nominal p-value and FDR q-value were determined by the GSEA software. (C) Enrichment plot comparing DEM toward Veh are depicted with the Hallmark reactive 
oxygen species (ROS) pathway. (D) Heatmap of genes involved in GSEA analysis, referring to enrichment plot C, ROS pathway. (For interpretation of the references to 
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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We next performed GSEA and found the top 6 up- and down-
regulated gene sets (Fig. 6B & E, respectively). GSEA of upregulated 
genes between LPS- and LPS + DEM-treated LCLs revealed that DEM- 
modulated genes include the ROS pathway, heme metabolism, 
mTORC1 signaling, p53 pathway, and xenobiotic metabolism (Fig. 6B). 
The ROS pathway was detected as the top enriched pathway 
(NES = 1.70, p = 0.00, FDR q = 0.00). Notably, DEM had a greater 

effect on LCL than LPS (Fig. 6B and C). By using stringent detection 
criteria (p  <  0.05 and FDR < 0.25), we found that DEM positively 
enriched 24 out of 49 detected genes (Supplemental Fig. 3A). 

The GSEA of downregulated genes between LPS- and LPS + DEM- 
treated LCLs revealed that the top enriched pathway of DEM-modulated 
genes was the interferon γ response (NES = −1.49, p = 0.04, FDR 
q = 0.18) (Fig. 6E and F). By using stringent detection criteria 

Fig. 4. Genome-wide analysis of NRF2 binding sites in LCLs. (A) Venn diagram showing the overlap of the NRF2 binding sites between DEM-treated two LCLs (LCL 
#1 and #2). (B) Representative NRF2 binding sites in HMOX1 gene loci in the LCL (#2) treated with the Veh (upper) or DEM (lower). (C) Heatmap of normalized 
read density of ChIP-Seq data from Veh-treated cells and DEM-treated cells. (D) Three motifs identified by the de novo motif discovery algorithm MEME-ChIP in the 
NRF2 binding sites. (E) Average profiles of the enriched motifs in the NRF2 binding sites determined by MEME-ChIP. Note the presence of Motif 1, Motif 2, and Motif 
3. (F) Heatmaps of relative expression levels of NRF2 target genes that are upregulated by DEM and also ChIP-peak-positive. Heatmap colors indicate the log2 FC 
values relative to the median expression level of each gene in Veh cells. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 
Web version of this article.) 
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(p  <  0.05 and FDR < 0.25), we found that DEM negatively enriched 
106 out of a total of 200 detected genes (Supplemental Fig. 3B). The top 
30 gene sets in this condition are shown in Fig. 6G. Of the many en-
riched genes found by GSEA, those coding for chemokines (CCL5, 
CXCL9, CXCL10 and CXCL11), cytokines (IL6, IL7 and TNFSF10), in-
terferon regulatory factors (IRF4, IRF7, and IRF8), TNFα-induced pro-
teins (TNFAIP2, TNFAIP3 and TNFAIP6), interferon-induced/stimulated 
proteins (IFI35, IFI44, IFI44L, IFIH1, IFIT1, IFIT2, IFIT3, IFITM2 and 
ISG20) and well-known signal transducers (MYD88, NFKB1, NFKB1A, 
JAK2, STAT1, STAT4 and TRAFD1) were significant (Fig. 6G &  
Supplemental Fig. 3B). Taken together, these results provide important 
lines of evidence that LPS-induced expression of a subset of proin-
flammatory genes is repressed by DEM in the LCLs established in this 
study, supporting the notion that DEM suppress the expression of 
proinflammatory genes through NRF2 activation. 

3.8. Effects of LPS treatment on DEM-regulated genes in LCLs 

Based on the observation that the expression of LPS-induced 
proinflammatory genes was suppressed by DEM, we wondered whether 
the expression of DEM-induced genes was conversely suppressed by 
LPS. To address this question, we compared gene expression profiles in 

LCLs of DEM- and LPS + DEM-induced conditions. We tried to identify 
genes whose expression is upregulated by DEM and subsequently up- or 
downregulated by LPS. Overall, we found that 190 out of 2032 genes 
were differentially expressed by LPS, of which 4 and 186 genes were 
up- and downregulated, respectively (Fig. 6H). An enlarged version of 
the latter heatmap is shown in Supplemental Fig. 4A. As only 4 genes 
were upregulated, we conclude that LPS-induced inflammation stress 
indeed acts to downregulate the expression of electrophilic stress-in-
duced gene expression, albeit the influence is less than one-tenth (186 
genes out of 2032) of the electrophile-induced genes in the LCLs. In 
addition, only five canonical NRF2-regulated genes (ABCB6, DNAJB4, 
HMOX1, SLC48A1 and SQSTM1) were identified in the 186 genes up-
regulated by DEM but downregulated by LPS treatment. 

We then performed GSEA. The top 6 downregulated gene sets are 
depicted in Fig. 6I. GSEA of downregulated genes between DEM- and 
LPS + DEM-treated LCLs indicates that there is no significantly en-
riched pathway in DEM-induced/LPS-downregulated genes. Therefore, 
we extended the analysis and examined the effect of LPS on the NRF2- 
mediated oxidative/electrophilic stress response genes identified by 
ChIP- and RNA-Seq, as shown in Fig. 4F. Of the 38 NRF2-regulated 
genes identified by the analyses, only 4 genes (HIC1, HSPA6, SEL1L3 
and ZAP 70) were downregulated and 1 gene (NQO1) was upregulated 

Fig. 5. Differentially expressed genes identified from RNA-Seq of LPS induced LCLs. (A) Heatmap of the relative expression levels of genes whose expression was 
significantly induced (upper) or reduced (bottom) in LPS induced LCLs. Heatmap colors indicate the log2 FC values relative to the median expression level of each 
gene in Veh-treated cells. (B) Representative enriched gene sets from GSEA of LPS induced RNA-Seq dataset. (C) Enrichment plot comparing DEM toward Veh are 
depicted by using the Hallmark interferon (IFN) γ response pathway. (D) Heatmap of genes involved in GSEA, referring to enrichment plot C, IFN γ response. (For 
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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after the challenge of LPS-induced inflammatory stress in this analysis, 
but the rest of the genes remained unchanged (Supplemental Fig. 4B). 
These results showed that a part of DEM-induced gene was repressed by 
LPS, suggesting the presence of reciprocal interference between 

oxidative/electrophilic stress-mediated and inflammatory stress-medi-
ated pathways. 

4. Discussion 

Oxidative, electrophilic, and inflammatory stresses play critical 
roles in the onset and/or progression of various diseases, and LCLs serve 
as a valuable resource for investigating responses to these stresses, 
especially in human biology and medicine. In this study, we assessed 
whether LCLs produced and stored in the TMM biobank can be used for 
various functional analyses that biobank users are planning. To this 
end, we conducted RNA-Seq analyses using samples derived from 
human LCLs treated with an electrophile, DEM, and an inflammatory 
mediator, LPS, to clarify whether the biobank grade LCLs fully equip 
the cell-autonomous systems that respond to these stresses and to 
conduct functional analyses as to how the LCLs counteract these 
stresses. As summarized in Fig. 7, the results unequivocally demonstrate 
that both the electrophilic/oxidative stress response and inflammatory 
stress response were detected in the LCLs. Furthermore, our results 
delineate that the inflammatory response induced by LPS is attenuated 
by the addition of DEM. Overall, our current data revealed that the LCLs 
made and maintained in the TMM biobank retain the responsive 
pathways against oxidative, electrophilic and inflammatory stresses, 
indicating that the LCLs are valuable for medical studies. 

In this study, we also performed ChIP-Seq analyses of LCLs treated 
with DEM. The results indicate that a comprehensive response against 
oxidative and electrophilic stresses through NRF2 activation was de-
tected in the LCLs [48], showing very good agreement with the analyses 
using laboratory-grade LCLs and other cell sources [49,50]. In this re-
gard, we also noticed that LCLs harbor distinct RNA expression profiles 
and NRF2 binding sites compared with those reported for mouse fi-
broblasts and mouse hepatoma cell line [49,50]. To the best of our 
knowledge, the NRF2-regulated genes identified by ChIP-Seq analyses 

Fig. 6.  (continued)  

Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of the responsiveness of LCLs detected in this study. 
RNA-Seq and ChIP-Seq analyses of 11 human LCLs treated with Veh, DEM, LPS 
or LPS + DEM were performed. Cellular responses identified in this study are 
detected. 

Fig. 6. Reciprocal interference between electrophilic and inflammatory stress-mediated pathways. (A) Heatmaps of the relative expression levels of genes whose 
expression was significantly induced by LPS-treatment or LPS + DEM-treatment in all 11 LCLs. Two-thirds of LPS-induced genes were downregulated by DEM. 
Heatmap colors indicate the log2 FC values relative to the median expression level of each gene in Veh-treated cells. (B) Representative upregulated gene sets from 
GSEA in LPS + DEM-treated LCLs compared with LPS-treated LCLs in the RNA-Seq dataset. (C) Enrichment plot comparing LPS + DEM-treated cells with LPS-treated 
cells is depicted with the Hallmark reactive oxygen species (ROS) pathway. (D) Heatmap of genes involved in the GSEA, referring to enrichment plot C, ROS pathway. 
(E) Representative down-regulated gene sets from GSEA in LPS + DEM-treated LCLs compared with LPS-treated LCLs in the RNA-Seq dataset. (F) Enrichment plot 
comparing LPS + DEM-treated cells with LPS-treated cells is depicted with the Hallmark Interferon (IFN) γ response pathway. (G) Heatmap of genes involved in the 
GSEA analysis, referring to enrichment plot F, the IFN γ response. (H) Heatmaps of relative expression levels of genes whose expression was significantly induced by 
DEM-treatment or LPS + DEM-treatment in LCLs. A part of DEM-induced genes was downregulated by LPS. Heatmap colors indicate the log2 FC values relative to the 
median expression level of each gene in Veh-treated cells. (I) Representative down-regulated gene sets from GSEA in the LPS + DEM-treated LCLs in the RNA-Seq 
dataset. Comparison of samples, NES, nominal p-value and FDR q-value were determined using GSEA software (B, E and I). (For interpretation of the references to 
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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in LCLs were first described by Chorley et al. utilizing laboratory-made 
LCLs. The analyses used SFN as an electrophilic stress inducer and 
uniquely identified novel NRF2 target genes related to adipogenesis 
[48]. 

In this study, we used 11 LCLs from 11 participants and detected 
electrophilic stress and inflammatory responses reproducibly in all 
LCLs. Nonetheless, we noticed a variation in the reactivity to the two 
reagents employed, DEM and LPS. In particular, variations in the re-
sponse of LCLs to LPS were large compared with those to DEM. The 
reason for this variation is not clear at present. One plausible ex-
planation is the difference in the genetic backgrounds. Alternatively, 
the establishment process of LCLs might be responsible, as we used a 
polyclonal approach for the establishment of LCLs. In this regard, it is 
interesting to note that Ozgyin and colleagues found extensive epige-
netic and transcriptome variability among five isogenic LCLs derived 
from the same individual. They used nonmonoclonal LCLs with the 
same cumulative passage number (14 passages) and found that almost a 
quarter of activated gene regulatory regions differ significantly between 
the five isogenic LCLs, affecting the expression of hundreds of genes 
involved in immune and drug response pathways [51]. In this study, we 
used LCLs with passage numbers less than 18 from the start of estab-
lishment. Since they are polyclonal, clones that grow faster may dom-
inate during the subculture process, which influences the gene ex-
pression profile and causes cell line variation. 

Indeed, limitations derived from the continuous growth of LCLs, 
such as genomic instability and phenotypic drift, have been discussed 
and recognized to date [52,53]. In contrast to human cancer cell lines 
that undergo frequent genetic rearrangements [54], genomes of LCLs 
remain stable during cell division [55]. Many studies have demon-
strated that the genomes of most LCLs properly reflect those of parental 
cells at low passage numbers (less than twenty) [52,53,55–58]. Our 
current analyses clearly indicate that biobank-made LCLs with limited 
passages are sufficient for most functional analyses. Some functional 
analyses may be difficult to pursue with LCLs; nevertheless, we believe 
that personalized cells are a valuable research tool, for example, to 
analyze the efficacy or side effects of drugs [59,60]. 

Regarding the nature of LCLs, it has been reported that the ex-
pression levels and promoter methylation profiles of more than half of 
the studied genes were affected by EBV transformation, including en-
richments of genes involved in transcription regulation, cell cycle and 
immune response [51,61–63]. However, LCLs show only small magni-
tude differentiations in gene expression profiles compared with B cells, 
and LCLs often recapitulate the naturally occurring gene expression 
variation in primary B cells [62]. Thus, we surmise that LCLs are re-
latively comparable to B cells in peripheral blood mononuclear cells, 
and differences in the gene expression profile of parental B cells from 
different individuals may be retained in the derived LCLs [62–65]. In 
fact, relatively limited sets of genes are changed remarkably by EBV 
transformation [66]. Supporting this notion, LCLs are used for func-
tional analysis of SNPs involved in the responsible genes in patients 
with autism or Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease [67,68]. 

It seems very interesting to note that in this study we identified a 
part or entire consensus sequence of the CsMBE (also known as ARE or 
EpRE) [16] within the repeats of the LINE 1 family. The LINE 1 family is 
a transposable element family that has been widely expanded in 
mammals [69]. Transposable elements have been reported to con-
tribute to the evolution of transcriptional regulation by expanding the 
cis-acting elements [69]. Current findings suggest that CsMBE has ex-
panded with the help of transposable elements and acquired a wide 
range of targets during molecular evolution. 

NRF2 has been shown to attenuate inflammation in experimental 
models [25,26]. Conversely, Nrf2 deficiency causes aggravations of 
inflammation in various murine disease models [27,70–73]. Recently, 
the NRF2 and ATF3-IκB pathways have emerged as attractive targets for 
immune-regulatory therapies. A negative regulatory role of NRF2 in 
LPS-mediated transcriptional responses was demonstrated using in vitro 

differentiated macrophages or macrophages bearing Keap1, Nrf2 or Atf3 
gene deletion [74,75], indicating that both NRF2 and NFκB are im-
portant for the control of inflammation. When we tested the in-
flammatory response in LCLs and the influence of NRF2 activation on 
inflammation, the results extended this knowledge on LCLs and clearly 
showed that DEM-induced NRF2 activation interferes with the LPS-in-
duced inflammatory response by reducing inflammatory gene expres-
sion. 

5. Conclusion 

We conducted RNA-Seq and ChIP-Seq analyses to assess whether 
electrophilic and inflammatory responses can be studied by using 
human LCLs established in our biobank. Our data clearly demonstrate 
that biobank-made LCLs maintain, by and large, the responsive path-
ways against stresses, which further endorses the usefulness of the LCL 
supply from the TMM biobank. We are planning to pursue further 
studies that address whether LCLs can be used for advanced functional 
analyses reflecting individual genomic polymorphisms. 
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